Pilot Network Based Audio Console

The Pilot control surface puts all the basic controls of Logitek’s powerful IP
audio system at your beck and call with the look, feel and easy handling
that novice operators understand and experienced operators appreciate.

Practical yet flexible, the Pilot never gets in the way of the operator. It has
just enough controls to give you all the functions you need, but not so many
that the weekend help can get into trouble. And like other Logitek control
surfaces, the Pilot is powered by JetStream, an integrated console engine
and IP audio networking platform for audio mixing, processing and routing.

The Pilot’s simple feature set offers a direct relationship between operator
and audio, while Logitek’s JetStream IP audio system provides access to all

Pilot

Simple on the surface. Flexible on the network.

the sources, mix-minus busses and audio processing you could ever need in
one studio sitting.

•

User friendly, average operator learning curve is 15 minutes

•

Frames available to accommodate 6, 12, 18 or 24 faders

•

Network-based with any source in the facility accessible from any fader

•

Powered by JetStream console engine and IP audio networking, with
access to 24 mix-minus busses, 64 audio I/Os, and talkback, profanity
delay, scene select and more

•

Easy to navigate quick-route buttons, simplified bus selection and
relevant monitor controls

•

Flexible metering through VGA display and/or meter bridge

•

One-button presets for easy console changes

•

Built-in front panel headphone jacks for convenient monitoring

•

Compact with low power consumption for use in the field

•

Everything you need in a broadcast quality, network-based audio
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console at an affordable price point
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Pilot

LOGITEK

D i g i t a l

C o n s o l e

Everything you need in a compact package

T

he Pilot is a great little control
surface for on-air and production studios or news trucks.
Everything is right where you need it
on the surface, but with all the flexibility you need beneath the surface
through the Logitek JetStream
console engine and IP audio system.

Program plus 3 AUX sends per fader

Pack the Pilot in a road case or run
it in the studio and all the JetStream
features come along for the ride.
With the choice of 6, 12, 18 or 24
faders, there’s a Pilot console to
match your needs.

Available in 6-fader increments
up to 24 faders

CUE button
over every
fader with
built-in cue
speaker

12 configurable
softkeys; may be
assigned as quick
route buttons

The Pilot’s simple tabletop frame
can be easily moved around the studio.

Efficient LED lighting;
no light bulbs
to change

Easily select Program or Aux busses
for monitoring

Versatile metering options:
A

B
User-definable 16-character source labels on
bright, wide angle displays; supports Unicode
characters including
Chinese and Kanji

For even greater flexibility and visibility of information,
Logitek’s vScreen virtual metering software can be
added to bring multiple meters, router controls, timers
and other graphics to any size PC screen. vScreen is
user configurable with convenient drag-and-drop GUI
for easy setup.

1

24 mix-minus busses
(via JetStream)

2

12 control surface
GPI/O; 4 inputs/8 outputs for control of local
studio devices

3

The Pilot’s optional meter bridge gives you great
visibility of your levels with two LED bargraph meters
and two tally LEDs in a thin 8x2x3/8 inch package.
• Two tri-color, stereo LED bargraph meters. Use
one for confidence metering of on-air program,
and the other for metering current source or any
other audio in the system. Pilot’s softkeys can be
programmed to meter any audio input or mix.
• Two tally LEDs. Use one to indicate the studio is
on-air and the other to indicate the mic is on, or
to indicate the program is live in the next studio
(ideal for multi-studio operations).

Change button over every
fader and central SELECT knob
for easy access to new sources

Durable surface with quiet, firmto-the-touch button control

1/4 inch and stereo mini headphone jacks conveniently located
under the front lip of console

The Logitek Story

A f f o r d a b l e , B u t S t i l l F e at u r e P a c k e d

Tamper-proof audio
EQ, mic and dynamics
processing located
off-board in the
JetStream engine

Logitek has been
around for more than
30 years. Most of us
at Logitek have been
broadcasters at one
time or another. We
designed our audio
network systems,
control surfaces and

4

Low power consumption (20 watts)

5

Small, lightweight
footprint, starting at a
12 x 15 inch frame
at 10 pounds for a
6-fader control surface

6

Connects to the
JetStream Mini with one
ethernet cable

that we’d want as opera-

7

Hot-swap, modular
construction; swap
modules out while
console is in operation

tors and appreciate

virtual controllers with
the feel and features

as broadcasters.

